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The temperature and angular dependences of 2H NMR spectra were measured for single crystal
of [Mg(H2O)6][SiF6]. At 283 K, ( 2 , ) of 2H, averaged by fast 180 flip of water molecules,
were obtained as (128 kHz, 0.72), (123 kHz, 0.82) and (106 kHz, 0.80), corresponding to three
unequal water molecules in [Mg(H2O)6]2+. At 338 K, ( 2 ) averaged further by the fast
reorientation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ around the 3 axis was obtained as (57 kHz, 0.01). In phase II,
the jumping rate for the reorientation ( ) and the amplitude of the rotational modulation (∆ )
of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ about the 3 axis were obtained from the simulation of 2H NMR spectra. The
jumping rate at infinite temperature and the activation energy were estimated from the temperature
dependence of as 0 = 9 1017 s 1 and a = 78 kJmol 1, respectively. The II-III phase transition
was found to be related with the freeze of this motion.
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Introduction

Most of the [M(H2O)6][SiF6] type crystals undergo
structural phase transitions due to the orientational
order-disorder of [M(H2O)6]2+ and [SiF6]2 [1 - 11].
In particular, [Mg(H2O)6][SiF6] is known to exhibit
successive phase transitions and to have five stable
phases [1]. Denoting these phases as I, II, ..., V in
order of decreasing temperature, phase II is an in-
commensurate phase. The crystal structure in phases
II and IV has been investigated by diffraction meth-
ods [2 - 5]. The space group of phase IV is 21

with = 2. The structure of phase II was specified
as an arrangement of domains of different octahe-
dra orientation with overall space group P3̄, although
an analysis based on a modulated structure was not
performed. The modulated structure was found by
ESR spectroscopy to be a vibrational modulation
of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ expressed by a plane-wave nearly
along the 3 axis [1]. A further transition at 343 K
was observed in the incommensurate phase [1, 7 - 9].
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This transition changed a modulational amplitude dis-
continuously. Recently we have studied the motion
of H2O, [Mg(H2O)6]2+ and [SiF6]2 by spectra and

1 of 1 2H and 19F NMR in the powder sample [9].
The phase transitions were found to be closely related
with the motion of [Mg(H2O)6]2+. However, informa-
tion about the modulated structure was not obtained
and is considered to be an acquired in an orienta-
tional sample. In the present work, 2H NMR spectra
in a single crystal were measured to study the static
and dynamic structures of H2O and [Mg(H2O)6]2+

in detail. The principal components and the direction
cosines of the nuclear quadrupole interaction were
obtained at 283 K (phase IV) and 338 K (phase II)
from the angular dependence of the 2H NMR
quadrupole splitting. From the spectral simulation in
phase II, the rotational modulation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+

was shown to exist, and the jumping rate of
[Mg(H2O)6]2+ was estimated. Moreover, the corre-
lation between this motion and II-III transition was
obtained.
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Fig. 1. Angular dependences of the 2H NMR quadrupole
splitting, 2(∆ ), around the , and axes in
[Mg(H2O)6][SiF6]. (a) and (b) show 2(∆ ) at 283 K
(phase IV) and 338 K (phase II), respectively. The solid
lines show the theoretical curves.

Experimental

The deuterated sample was obtained by repeated
recrystallization from heavy water. A single crystal
of a transparent white prism elongated along the 3

axis was obtained. It was found that the crystal axis
is along the 3 axis and the and axes are perpen-
dicular to the axis. The 2H NMR spectra were mea-
sured by a CMX-300 spectrometer at 45.826 MHz.
The sample was mounted on an uniaxial goniometer
so as to allow rotation about a chosen axis perpendic-
ular to the external magnetic field. A quadrupole echo
sequence (90 – –90 – – acq) was used. The 90
pulse width and were 3.0 and 20 µs, respectively.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1(a) shows the angular dependences of the
2H NMR quadrupole splitting, 2(∆ ), around the crys-
tal , , and axes at 283 K (phase IV). Three
2(∆ ) which can be attributed to three unequal water
molecules in [Mg(H2O)6]2+ were observed for each
rotation. It is found that the electric field gradient
(EFG) tensors for two deuterons in a water molecule
are averaged by the fast 180 flip of H2O resulting in
the same tensors [9, 12] and that inversion symmetry
exists for [Mg(H2O)6]2+ at this temperature [2]. The

Table 1. The principal components and the direction cosines
of the EFG tensors of deuterons in [Mg(H2O)6][SiF6].

2 1 – Direction cosines –
/ K / kHz

8 0 0946 0 7270 0 6800
H2O(1) 120 0 3627 0 6109 0 7036

128 0 9270 0 3132 0 2059

6 0 5910 0 4104 0 6943
283 H2O(2) 118 0 3734 0 6237 0 6866

124 0 7149 0 6651 0 2154

1 0 6945 0 1638 0 7005
H2O(3) 121 0 0684 0 9843 0 1622

122 0 7162 0 0647 0 6948

29 0 9887 0 1492 0 0011
338 28 0 1493 0 9887 0 0053

57 0 0003 0 0054 0 9999

fitting calculation for the rotation around the axis
was performed with the equation [13]

2(∆ ) =
3
4

+ ( ) cos(2 ) (1)

+ 2 sin(2 )

where is the angle between the axis and the
external magnetic field 0. ( = ) are
the components of the EFG tensor in the crystal fixed
frame. The equations corresponding to the rotations
around the and axis are obtained by cyclic per-
mutation. All ( = ) can be obtained
by rotation around three orthogonal axes. Table 1
shows the principal values of the quadrupole interac-
tion 2 ( = ) and the direction cosines
of the principal axes with respect to the crystal axes
obtained by the diagonalization of the tensor. At
283 K, the deuteron quadrupole interaction param-
eters ( 2 ), averaged by the fast 180 flip of
H2O, were obtained as (128 kHz, 0.87), (124 kHz,
0.89) and (122 kHz, 0.98) for H2O(1), H2O(2) and
H2O(3), respectively. Figure 1(b) shows the angular
dependences of 2(∆ ) around the , and axes
at 338 K (phase II). The axis is parallel to the 3

axis of the crystal in this phase. At this temperature
only one 2(∆ ), corresponding to the EFG tensor aver-
aged further by the fast reorientation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+

around the 3 axis, was observed for rotation about
each crystal axis. 2 ( = ) and the direc-
tion cosines with respect to the crystal axes at 338 K
are also shown in Table 1. The EFG tensor, averaged
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Fig. 2. 2H NMR spectra of [Mg(H2O)6][SiF6] at of 90
and 135 . (a) shows the observed spectra at 338 K. (b) and
(c) show the simulated spectra with = 7 7 105 s 1.
(b) takes account of the modulated structure (∆ = 23 ),
but (c) does not (∆ = 0 ). All the spectra are normalized.

by the fast reorientation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ around the
3 axis, is axially symmetric ( re = 0) and has its prin-

cipal axis along the 3 axis [12, 14]. The quadrupole
coupling constant 2

re , averaged by this reori-
entation is given by

2
re =

1
2

2

3 cos2 1+ sin2 cos 2 (2)

where ( 2 ) are the parameters of the non-
averaged tensor. ( ) are the Euler angles for the
transformation from the molecular axes to the princi-
pal axes system of the non-averaged quadrupole ten-
sor. Assuming that the molecular axes coincide with
the crystal axes in phase IV and using ( 2 ) =
(128 kHz, 0.87) and ( ) = (78.1 , 226.0 ), esti-
mated from EFG tensor of the deuterons of H2O(1)
obtained at 283 K, 2

re was calculated as 58 kHz.
( 2

re re) obtained at 338 K was (57 kHz, 0.01),
and the principal axis of the EFG tensor almost coin-
cided with the 3 axis. Since the experimental results
agreed with the theoretical prediction, the principal
components and the direction cosines obtained at 283
and 383 K are considered to be reasonable.

Figure 2(a) shows 2H NMR spectra observed at
338 K. The simulation of the spectra in phase II
was performed by considering the three-site jump of
[Mg(H2O)6]2+ in the presence of the rotational mod-
ulation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ ions along the 3 axis, as
shown in Figure 3. The site frequency is written
by the second-order Wigner rotation matrix (2) ( )
as [9 - 11, 15 - 18]

Fig. 3. Three-site jumping and rotational modulation of
[Mg(H2O)6]2+ about the 3 axis. Three small circles show
the water molecules on the top face of the [Mg(H2O)6]2+

octahedron. The solid arrows show the possible jumps from
a site. The dotted arrow shows the modulation expressed
by (5).
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where ( ) are the Euler angles for the trans-
formation from the laboratory axes to the molecular
axes. The rotational phase modulation can be given
as [19 - 21]

= 0 + ∆ cos ( ) = 0 + ∆ cos (5)

where 0 is the initial phase. ∆ and ( ) are the
amplitude and the phase angle of the rotational mod-
ulation of the [Mg(H2O)6]2+ ions. is the coordinate
along the modulation axis. A plane-wave modulation
was assumed for ( ) in the last step of (5). The values
( 2 ) = (128 kHz, 0.87) and ( ) = (78.1 ,
226.0 ) were used again. The frequencies of the three
sites in the absence of the modulation were specified
by 0 = 50 , 170 and 290 . ( ) is (180 , 90 ) and
(180 , 45 ) for of 90 and 135 , respectively. The
quadrupole echo signal ( ) is written as [9, 17, 18]

( ) = P exp[Â ] exp(Â ) exp(Â ) 1 (6)

Â =
i 1 2

i 2 2
i 3 2

(7)

Here, 1 is a vector written by 1 = (1, 1, 1). A vector
of site population was assumed as P = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3).
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the jumping rate ( ) for
the reorientation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ in phase II.

The signal of the sample of the single crystal is given
by

( ) =
2

0
( )d (8)

The spectrum was obtained by Fourier transform
of ( ). Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the calculated
spectra. At = 90 ( 3 0) we could de-
termine the jumping rate ( ) for the reorientation
of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ around the 3 axis exactly, since
the spectra were almost insensitive to the modulated
structure. On the other hand, the spectra at = 135
were sensitive to the modulation. The modulational
amplitude (∆ ) could be determined by the simula-
tion of the spectra at = 135 using estimated
from the simulation at = 90 . In our model, the ro-
tational modulation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ influenced on
the spectra at = 135 not to produce the ‘edge
singularities’ [19, 20] but to reduce the linewidth.
This effect can be explained as follows: The signal
for the different orientation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ arising
from the rotational modulation is added in (8), and
the linewidth and the intensity of the spectrum trans-
formed from each signal can be distinct owing to the
reorientation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+. As a consequence, the
resulting spectrum is dominated by the narrower and
stronger spectrum if it exists. At 338 K, and ∆ were
estimated as 7 7 105 s 1 and 23 , respectively. The
temperature dependence of , obtained by the spectral
simulation in phase II, is shown in Figure 4. Assuming
an Arrhenius relation, is given by

= 0 exp( a ) (9)

Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of the 2H NMR
quadrupole splitting, 2(∆ ), in phases I and II for
[Mg(H2O)6][SiF6]. and show 2(∆ ) at of 90 and
135 , respectively.

where 0 and a are the jumping rate at infinite tem-
perature and the activation energy for the reorientation
of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ around the 3 axis. 0 = 9 1017

s 1 and a = 78 kJmol 1 were obtained by fitting
(9) to the temperature dependence of . These val-
ues in the single crystal are different from those in
the powder sample ( 0 = 3 1015 s 1 and a =
62 kJmol 1), where the spectra were simulated by
considering only the reorientation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+

[9]. We believe that the former is better than the lat-
ter, because in this study the spectra were analyzed
by separating the effect on the spectral shape of the
motion of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ and that of the modulated
structure.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependences of
the 2H NMR quadrupole splitting, 2(∆ ), in phases
I and II. Entering into phase II on heating, the spec-
trum changed suddenly. At = 90 the spectrum was
hardly observed below ca. 330 K in phase II because
of the exchange broadening due to the reorientation of
[Mg(H2O)6]2+ around the 3 axis. This shows that the
II-III transition ( c = 307 K) is closely related to the
freeze of the motion of [Mg(H2O)6]2+. Above ca. 330
K, the spectrum which consists of two peaks leading
to one 2(∆ ) did appear, and motional narrowing oc-
curred with increasing temperature. At = 135 the
peaks of the spectrum were so intense even at low
temperatures that we could determine 2(∆ ). This is
because the spectrum at = 135 is dominated by
not only the reorientation but the modulated struc-
ture of [Mg(H2O)6]2+, as described above. A change
in 2(∆ ) due to the phase transition was observed at
around 343 K. Since the change at = 135 was
larger than that at = 90 , the transition at 343 K is
predicted to be related with the rotational modulation
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of [Mg(H2O)6]2+. A large change in 2(∆ ) due to the
I-II transition was not observed. This agrees with the
normal-incommensurate transition being of second
order.

Conclusions

We analyzed the 2H NMR spectra in single crys-
tal [Mg(H2O)6][SiF6] and found for the first time
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the rotational modulation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ along the
3 axis in phase II. Taking account of this mod-

ulation, the jumping rate for the reorientation of
[Mg(H2O)6]2+ around the 3 axis was estimated ac-
curately. The II-III transition was found to be re-
lated closely with the freeze of this reorientation.
The correlation between the transition at 343 K and
the rotational modulation of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ was pre-
dicted.


